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A: The problem is 4.3. PRINTER DR-2580C:
Diagramm- und Organtente The only way I think is
to convert the PDF to bitmap. You could use (for

example) Tesseract. By the way, here is a
question regarding the same problem (and quite

similar, although with a different scanner):
("$7.00"); } } } } A: Your controller action
assumes that no other HTTP request is in

progress, that is, it would only run if the user
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initiates a new request. However you are
performing a redirect, or at least I assume that's

what is happening because you are returning
StatusCode 302 instead of returning a 200 and

creating a Location header. Since you are
returning a 302 you can't assume that any other
activity with the client will be aborted. In other
words, your first assumption is not correct and

you will have to keep track of the previous
request yourself. Redirecting will also mean that
any information you have in the Request object,
such as HTTP headers, will be lost as they were

not kept after the redirect. If you could trigger the
redirect by some other means I suggest the

following code (I created a template for illustrative
purposes and removed anything not pertinent,

such as using the Json method): string redirectUrl
= ControllerContext.RouteData.GetRequiredString

("redirect"); Response.StatusCode = 302; // or
whatever you are returning. return

Redirect(redirectUrl); You should then be able to
detect the previous request being aborted and

perform the log-in yourself, for instance by
checking for a user id in the Session variable. The
solution depends on how you want to implement
it, however. If this solution does not work for you

and you don't want to
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